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Microsoft Windows was designed long before the C++ language became popular. Because 

thousands of applications use the C-language Windows application programming interface 

(API), that interface will be maintained for the foreseeable future.  

 Any C++ Windows interface must therefore be built on top of the procedural C-

 language API. This guarantees that C++ applications will be able to coexist with C 

 applications. 

 

 

The Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) Library is an object-oriented interface to 

Windows that meets the following design goals:  

 

•Significant reduction in the effort to write an application for Windows.  

•Execution speed comparable to that of the C-language API.  

•Minimum code size overhead.  

•Ability to call any Windows C function directly.  

•Easier conversion of existing C applications to C++.  

•Ability to leverage from the existing base of C-language Windows 

programming experience.  

•Easier use of the Windows API with C++ than with C.  

•Easier to use yet powerful abstractions of complicated features such as 

ActiveX controls, database support, printing, toolbars, and status bars.  

•True Windows API for C++ that effectively uses C++ language features.  

 



The overview categorizes and describes the classes in the Microsoft Foundation Class Library (MFC) 

version 7.0. The classes in MFC, taken together, constitute an application framework — the framework 

of an application written for the Windows API. Your programming task is to fill in the code that is 

specific to your application.  

The library's classes are presented here in the following categories:  

 

 

 
•Root Class: CObject  

•MFC Application Architecture Classes  

•Application and Thread Support Classes  

•Command Routing Classes  

•Document Classes  

•View Classes (Architecture)  

•Frame Window Classes (Architecture)  

•Document-Template Classes  

•Window, Dialog, and Control Classes   

•Drawing and Printing Classes  

•Output (Device Context) Classes  

•Drawing Tool Classes  

•Simple Data Type Classes    

•File and Database Classes  

•File I/O Classes   

•ODBC Classes  

•OLE DB Classes  

•Internet and Networking Classes  

•ISAPI Classes  

•Windows Sockets Classes  

•Win32 Internet Classes  

•OLE Classes  

•OLE Container Classes  

•OLE Server Classes  

•OLE Drag-and-Drop and Data Transfer Classes   

•OLE Automation Classes   
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Most of the classes in the Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) Library are derived 

from a single base class at the root of the class hierarchy. CObject provides a 

number of useful capabilities to all classes derived from it, with very low overhead. 

For more information about CObject and its capabilities, 

 

Application Classes  supply functionality common to most applications.  

 Typically, you do so by deriving new classes from the architecture classes, and then adding new 

members or overriding existing member functions. 

Application wizards generate several types of applications: 

 SDI (single document interface); 

 MDI (multiple document interface) applications that use the document/view architecture. 

 

Document/view applications contain one or more sets of documents, views, and frame windows.  

 

All MFC applications have at least two objects: an application object derived from CWinApp, and 

some sort of main window object, derived (often indirectly) from CWnd.  

Applications that use document/view architecture contain additional objects. The principal objects 

are:  

•An application object derived from class CWinApp, as mentioned before.  

•One or more document class objects derived from class CDocument. Document class objects 

are responsible for the internal representation of the data manipulated in the view. They may be 

associated with a data file.  

•One or more view objects derived from class CView. Each view is a window that is attached to a 

document and associated with a frame window. Views display and manipulate the data 

contained in a document class object.  

Document/view applications also contain frame windows (derived from CFrameWnd). 
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